This study investigates a spatially band-tunable color-cone lasing emission (CCLE) based on a dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal with a photoisomerizable chiral dopant (IBM). Experimental results show that the lasing band of the formed CCLE of the cell with a photoinduced pitch gradient can be spatially tuned among various color regions by adjusting the pumped position of the cell. The spatially band tunability of the laser results from the UV-irradiation-induced decrease of the helical twisting power of IBM via trans→ cis isomerization, accordingly shrinking the pitch of the cholesteric-liquid-crystal host. The total spatially tunable wavelength range for the laser exceeds 100 nm. © 2010 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 230.3720, 160.3710, 140.3600, 140.3490. Dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal (DDCLC) lasers have been extensively studied because of their interesting distributed feedback (DFB) mechanism associated with their unique photonic-crystal like structure of cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC), their ease of fabrication processing, and associated promising applications [1-6]. Our recent work identified a color-cone lasing emission (CCLE) based on an DDCLC cell with a single pitch [6] . This "single-pitched" DDCLC laser can simultaneously emit a wide-band and conically symmetric lasing emission with an angular dependence on the wavelength, which finds contradict the conventional belief that, at most, two lasing peaks at the two band edges can simultaneously occur in the normal direction of a DDCLC [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Such a CCLE may impact the fields associated with the DFB lasers, because no similar phenomenon has been discovered so far in other materials, such as in semiconductors, polymers, and polymer liquid crystal composites. Furthermore, some studies on the applications of the DDCLC lasers have reported on the spatial tunability of the single wavelength at one of the edge lasing signals [2] [3] [4] [5] . The formed pitch gradient in these tunable lasers is established mainly by successive capillary injections of DDCLC mixtures with various chiral concentrations and laser dyes by generating a temperature gradient using a temperature controller or by using a wedged cell. These methods have some possible disadvantages, such as nonuniformity for the pitch gradient, the need to use a temperature controller or multiple types/ concentrations of chiral dopants and laser dyes, or a narrow tunable band within a narrow pumped region of the cell. Accordingly, this study utilizes a simple UV-irradiation-gradient method to develop, for the first time (to our knowledge), a spatially bandtunable color-cone laser based on a DDCLC cell with a photoisomerizable chiral dopant (IBM). Experimental results indicate that the lasing band of the IBMadded DDCLC color-cone laser with a photoinduced pitch gradient can be spatially tuned among various color regions by varying the pumped position of the cell. The mechanism to cause the band-tunability of the laser is attributable to the drop of the helical twisting power (HTP) of IBM via trans→ cis isomerization, subsequently contracting the pitch of the CLC host. The total tunable wavelength range for the tunable laser exceeds 100 nm.
Dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal (DDCLC) lasers have been extensively studied because of their interesting distributed feedback (DFB) mechanism associated with their unique photonic-crystal like structure of cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC), their ease of fabrication processing, and associated promising applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Our recent work identified a color-cone lasing emission (CCLE) based on an DDCLC cell with a single pitch [6] . This "single-pitched" DDCLC laser can simultaneously emit a wide-band and conically symmetric lasing emission with an angular dependence on the wavelength, which finds contradict the conventional belief that, at most, two lasing peaks at the two band edges can simultaneously occur in the normal direction of a DDCLC [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Such a CCLE may impact the fields associated with the DFB lasers, because no similar phenomenon has been discovered so far in other materials, such as in semiconductors, polymers, and polymer liquid crystal composites. Furthermore, some studies on the applications of the DDCLC lasers have reported on the spatial tunability of the single wavelength at one of the edge lasing signals [2] [3] [4] [5] . The formed pitch gradient in these tunable lasers is established mainly by successive capillary injections of DDCLC mixtures with various chiral concentrations and laser dyes by generating a temperature gradient using a temperature controller or by using a wedged cell. These methods have some possible disadvantages, such as nonuniformity for the pitch gradient, the need to use a temperature controller or multiple types/ concentrations of chiral dopants and laser dyes, or a narrow tunable band within a narrow pumped region of the cell. Accordingly, this study utilizes a simple UV-irradiation-gradient method to develop, for the first time (to our knowledge), a spatially bandtunable color-cone laser based on a DDCLC cell with a photoisomerizable chiral dopant (IBM). Experimental results indicate that the lasing band of the IBMadded DDCLC color-cone laser with a photoinduced pitch gradient can be spatially tuned among various color regions by varying the pumped position of the cell. The mechanism to cause the band-tunability of the laser is attributable to the drop of the helical twisting power (HTP) of IBM via trans→ cis isomerization, subsequently contracting the pitch of the CLC host. The total tunable wavelength range for the tunable laser exceeds 100 nm.
The nematic LC, left-handed chiral material, two laser dyes, and photoisomerizable chiral dopant , respectively. The empty cell is prefabricated by combining two indiumtin-oxide-coated glass slides separated with two 23-m-thick plastic spacers. Both glass slides in the empty cell are precoated with a polyvinyl alcohol film and prerubbed in a parallel direction. The above mix-ture is then injected into the empty cell in order to form a 4-cm-longϫ 0.5-cm-wide planar DDCLC cell via capillary effect. Afterwards, the DDCLC cell is placed in a clean and opaque specimen box at room temperature for about one week so that the CLC in the cell may self-organize slowly to a perfect planar structure. The measured absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of the DDCLC cell in the isotropic phase (not shown herein) present that the maxima of the absorption and fluorescence emission of the cell are located at roughly 526 and 574 nm, respectively. When the wavelength exceeds 575 ͑690͒ nm, the absorption (the fluorescence emission) is extremely weak and can be neglected. Because the wavelength ͑532 nm͒ of the pumped pulses is near 526 nm, the cell may be excited efficiently.
This work utilizes two experimental setups for measuring the reflection and lasing spectra of the DDCLC cell, respectively, at each oblique angle (relative to the cell normal N). The authors' previous investigations include the same setups and the same method and parameters in the measurements of reflection and lasing spectra of the cell and, accordingly, are not repeated here for brevity [6] .
A pitch gradient in the IBM-added DDCLC cell is pregenerated before the measurements of reflection and lasing spectra of the cell by preilluminating a uniform UV light ͑ UV Ͻ 400 nm͒, via a 40-mm-long ϫ 5-mm-wide variable neutral density filter (NDF) photomask, on the cell. Figure 1(a) illustrates the variation of the transmittance of the UV light via the NDF with the detected position ͑x =0-40 mm͒ on the NDF. Following the irradiation of the UV light (3 mW/ cm 2 for 160 s) via the NDF, the IBM-added DDCLC cell originally with a single pitch can become the one with a pitch gradient, as shown in the diagram of Fig. 1(b) . The pitch can decrease with an increasing irradiated intensity of the UV light via the NDF at the irradiated position of increasing x =0 to 40 mm of the cell. The colored reflection pattern [ Fig. 1(c) ], as generated by the illumination of a white-light source on the cell, reflects the establishment of the pitch gradient in the cell. The cell with a pitch gradient is then excited by the incident pumped pulses with E =15 J/pulse at various positions of the cell. The lasing patterns produced at positions of x = 0, 12, 21, 25, 29, 33, and 39 mm of the cell are recorded, as shown in the photographs in Figs.  2(a)-2(g) , respectively. Because each lasing pattern is distributed conically and symmetrically about N, without a loss of generality, the lasing signals emitting in the plane of incidence at each oblique angle can be measured [see Fig. 2(a) [6] . A forthcoming report will systematically investigate the formation mechanism of those particular lasing rings occurred at nearly 35°in the CCLEs [Figs. 2(a)-2(e)] and their associated characteristics. Instead, this work focuses on the investigation of the spatially band-tunable DDCLC color-cone laser. Detailed lasing spectra of the lasing patterns displayed in Fig. 2 and the corresponding reflection spectra at x =0-39 mm of the cell are measured for various oblique angles, as shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(g) , respectively. According to Figs. 3(a)-3(g) , the wavelength of the lasing signal in each CCLE decreases with an increasing oblique angle and is located close to the long-wavelength edge (LWE) of the CLC reflection band (CLCRB) at each oblique angle [6] . The variation of the wavelength of the generated lasing signal at the LWE measured at different oblique angles (0°-40°) in the lasing patterns with the pumped position of the cell can be plotted in Fig. 3(h) . Clearly, the lasing band of the CCLE can be tuned spatially from the long-wavelength region of 613.87 → 667.48 nm (orange→ deep red) to the shortwavelength region of 566.67→ 606.79 nm ͑greenish → orange͒ by increasing x =0 to x = 29 mm [Figs. 2(a)-2(e) and Figs. 3(a)-3(e) ]. The total tunable range of the color cone laser exceeds 100 nm. This spatial band-tunability of color cone laser is observed for the first time in a DDCLC cell with a photoinduced pitch gradient that contradicts the conventional cases that normally only a single wavelength of the edge lasing peak emitted at 0°is spatially tunable in the DDCLC lasers reported previously [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Because a separate experiment (data not shown) has confirmed the lack of such a tunable feature of the CCLE based on a similar DDCLC cell without the IBM, the spatial band-tunability of the CCLE illustrated above (Figs. 1-3 ) must result from the alteration of the pitch of the CLC host via the UVirradiation-induced trans→ cis isomerization of the isomerizable chiral dopant. The chiral dopant, IBM, is a right-handed chiral compound with two cinnamoyl ͑C v C͒ photochromatic groups. Figure 4(a) shows the chemical structures for the trans and cis isomers of the IBM. Generally, this isomerizable chiral dopant can be stable at a rod-like trans state in the dark. After the irradiation of the UV light, the trans IBM can convert into the cis state with two possible bent shapes [ Fig. 4(a) ] via trans→ cis isomerization. Figure 4 (b) presents the reduction of the absorption of IBM in ZLI2293 (without doping laser dyes) in the isotropic state in the region of 300-340 nm with an increasing irradiated time of the UV light from 0 to 600 s at a fixed intensity of 3 mW/ cm 2 . Notably, a similar result (not shown herein) is also obtained if the UV-irradiated intensity is increased at a fixed irradiated time. This finding is attributed to that the concentration of the cis isomer via the continued trans-cis isomerization can increase when increasing the UV irradiated intensity/time. The cis isomers in the cell may disorganize the local order of the LCs owing to their bent structures such that the righthanded HTP of the IBM decays. When I UV is increased, the capacity of IBM to offset the left-handed HTP of the CLC host can subsequently decrease, and the pitch of the CLC host can shrink. Thus the pitch in the cell decreases with an increasing position of the cell with the pitch gradient. This explains why the CLCRB (and the edges) and the lasing band of the formed CCLE gradually blueshift with increasing x [Figs. 3(a)-3(g) ].
In conclusion, this investigation studies a spatially band-tunable color-cone laser based on a DDCLC cell with a photoisomerizable chiral dopant. Experimental results indicate that a pitch gradient in the cell can be preformed by a simple UV-irradiationgradient method such that spatial tunability of the color-cone laser can be achieved by altering the pumped position of the cell. The total spatially tunable range of the lasing band for the DDCLC colorcone laser exceeds 100 nm. 
